Movies like "__" and Talladega Nights feature NASCAR-like racing. Watch the __: Green means go, checkered means you've won. The earliest racetracks were converted from ___ racing. The first 'motoring' race was in 1894 from ___ to Rouen, France. The "Formula" in Formula 1 refers to the set of __ that participants follow. William __, Sr. founded NASCAR in 1948. Drag ___ uses specialized cars to reach the end of the 1/4-mile track. NASCAR Series: ____ Cup, Nationwide, and Camping World Truck. A racing ___ includes the starting grid, pit lane, infield and banked turns. Like ___ 1, Indy Car racing features car configurations with open wheels. ___ Dragsters use methanol and nitromethane fuel. The Sprint Cup was previously the Nextel Cup and the ___ Cup. Only the National ___ League has more U.S. sports fans than NASCAR. Pro Stock and ___ ___ hot rods resemble production vehicles. F1 manufacturers: ___, Ferrari, McLaren, Caterham and Marussia. Racing is popular in the ___ U.S., with many teams headquartered there. Auto racing attracts big ___, which are critical to corporate sponsors. The HANS Device was required in 2001, shortly after the death of Dale ___. Much of racing is about testing the ___ of the car and driver. Modern drivers wear ___ suits and other safety devices. ___ meaning "great prize", racing started in France in the 1890's. Oval track configurations include: Oval, D-shaped, Tri-, Quad-, and ___. The ____ International Hill Climb finish line is at 14,110 feet altitude. Superspeedways: Daytona, Indianapolis and ___. The NASCAR ____ opened in Charlotte, NC in 2010. NASCAR: National ___ for Stock Car Auto Racing. Fast cars were popular for evading police during the ___ era in the U.S. Road racing usually involves a ____ with several turns.

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
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